Notes from 8th Meeting of
National Executive 2014-15
6th September 2014
Attendees at this meeting: 29 out of 34 attended
John Sutton, Carlow; Siobhra Conway, Clare; Shauna Williams, Cork City; Jane HayesNally, Cork Co; Maria Ferry, Donegal; Dylan Kennedy, South Dublin; Laura Hogan, DLR;
Garreth O’Connor, Fingal; Kayleigh Power, Galway City; Ellen Butler, Galway County: Conor
Curtin, Kerry; Cormac O’Loingsigh, Kildare; Irene Ayaa, Kilkenny; Ella Mulkerrins,
Leitrim; Thomas Ganley, Longford; Shay McArdle, Louth; Sofia Vajenina, Mayo; Cillian
Byrne, Meath; Lily Cheung, Monaghan; Caoimhe Barnes, Offaly; Niki Warner,
Roscommon; Nicola Flannelly, Sligo; Bertie Nesirky, North Tipperary; Donagh Crowe,
Tipperary South; Cárthach O’Faoiláin, Waterford County; Becky O’Connell, Waterford
City; Niamh Tubridy, Westmeath; Murray Kennedy, Wicklow
Focus of the eighth meeting:


Re-cap on decisions made at last meeting and examining where to go from there



Discussing our ideas with experts in the field from our Steering Committee and Foróige



Group work on practical elements of putting our event together



Key decisions reached: approximate numbers, target audience and day of the week
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Morning Session
Welcome to two new members:



Ellen Butler, Galway County and Murray Kennedy, Wicklow


Recap on key decisions made at last meeting - PowerPoint by Karyn



Presentation by Maria Ferry, Donegal, on Sparks Mental Health Roadshow,
Donegal —based on the ‘five-a-day for your mental health’ model which will also
form the basis for our gathering



Presentation to invited guests on work to date by Cárthach and Sofia



Consultation session with Karen Hannify, Marketing and Communications
Manager, Foróige, and Elaine Geraghty, CEO, ReachOut.com
Q&A session / Guidance session with Karen and Elaine:


Looking at components involved in a national gathering based on their years of
expertise



Discussing ideas to date on the event planning to date and consulting on what would
work well / not so well etc… Looking at practicalities of hosting such an event.

Here is a summary of some of the feedback and advice given by both Karen and Elaine:


Really impressed by the ideas and creativity so far.



Both loved the idea of linking the event to the ‘Five—a –Day for your mental health’
model but advised against using the brain idea as a way of structuring the venue.



Elaine feels that brain imagery has a medical association and that it could be
suggestive of mental illness, as opposed to mental health.



Karen felt that laying a venue out like the five parts of the brain could have
massive logistical implications. Very difficult to do so without incurring huge costs,
and also posed the question—how would you know it was laid out like a brain unless
you were looking down from above?



They also felt that it could be confusing using ‘5-a-day for your mental health’
model, and linking it to five parts of the brain. Could give conflicting and confusing
messages.
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Morning Session
Contd:
Summary of some of the feedback and advice given by both Karen and Elaine:


More important to get the basic details pinned down first, as in:
Who do you want to be there on the day?
How do we get them there?
Who do we want to influence?
What do we want people to go away feeling and thinking?



Important to drill down the objective of the day before progressing any further



#LetsGoMental2015 is a very effective hashtag. It is fun, not too formal,
innovative and shows a good understanding of a youth audience.



The question was asked —should our hashtag not be the same as our event title?
Answer from both Karen and Elaine was unequivocally yes.



Question was also asked—do you think there is a problem with our original title
‘Five a Day the Music Way’. Both thought that it suggested that the event was a
concert with music only, which contrasted with the feedback coming from the
group on their plans for the event which included a much broader interpretation.

Buzz Groups session: Small groups: reflect and respond to what you’ve heard so
far


Responses to the ‘Title Dilemma’ and ‘The Brain Concept’



Any feedback after Karen and Elaine’s advice?



Any further clarification needed?



Next steps for immediate action?
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Morning Session
Decisions and feedback from small buzz groups to full group:


Let’s Go Mental should also be our title.
Music is referred to in the description



Four out of five groups felt that the brain idea should be dropped and that it had
no connection to the ‘Five-a-Day’.



However some had concerns about our ‘unique element’ if brain idea is dropped
Elaine commented on this saying that the title is already unique.



All agreed that it was a good idea to find a unique way of laying out / structuring
the venue in some creative way, but Elaine and Karen both strongly felt that this
decision should come far later down the road and that other more important
decisions needed to be made first.



All agreed to focus on the Five-a-Day model for now. Need to look at the
messages of each and what they mean to us. And where will music fit in?

A number of different variations on this exist but we will work with the
model as it is evidence-based. This is as follows:

Jigsaw



Connect



Be Active



Be Aware



Get involved



Give



What are our five-a-day? Potential to come up with our own ‘Five-a-Day based on
these but in more youth-friendly language without compromising the meaning.



Decision: to ask representative from Headstrong or Jigsaw to attend the next
meeting and to explain their thinking behind their model.

Event: how to create hype and to get a buzz going in advance of the gathering


Competition was one suggestion



Elaine suggested ‘teasers’ - slowly releasing small amounts of info in the lead-up



Also made the point that we should never confuse scale with impact. Great events
don’t require thousands of people.
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Aftenoon Session
Group work on target audience, day of the week and numbers to attend the event:
Small groups: Pros and Cons of Comhairle na nÓg being the target audience
PROS:

CONS:



Easier to organise (logistics)



Easier to spread the word



Comhairle members will have an
interest.



Easier to manage and follow-up



Accessible



Reduces risk of anti-social
behaviour



Most Comhairle members are already
informed and already exposed to mental
health as a topic, particularly those who
attended Dail na nÓg last year. They don’t
need another day off school.



Not following the recommendation re: 2nd
level students



Limits the audience and the message



Goes against the aim of impacting different
groups of people



Turns it into another big Comhairle
gathering with no publicity



Excludes people who really need the help
and knowledge on positive mental health

Small groups: pros and cons of holding the national gathering on a school day
PROS:

CONS:



Get better numbers & interest





More of an impact (causes
disruption, just like mental health!)

Attracts the wrong type of people (if at
weekend)



Limited to non-exam years



Those who often need help the most, i.e.
exam years, wouldn’t be able to attend



Schools have to give permission



Principals would expect people representing
their school to wear uniforms and be on
their best behaviour




Cheaper
Attracts the wrong type of people
(if at weekend)



Getting parental consent tricky at
weekends



Going through a school is easier



More organised: schools can send
students and organise consents



Transport easier to organise



More people will attend
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Afternoon Session
Decisions on those two questions: private vote by ballot box.
Result:


Comhairle na nÓg will not be the exclusive audience. It will be open to secondlevel students in general



The gathering will be held on a school day



Numbers cannot exceed 500 on the day due to budgetary constraints.

Names taken for sitting on next National Executive planning meeting:
Siobhra, Garreth, John, Murray, Sofia, Ellen and Caoimhe.


Karyn to contact all once date has been established

Names taken for subs for the Showcase Steering Committee meeting:
Sofia, John and Cárthach. Again Karyn to email with details
Names taken for the Department of Foreign Affairs initiative:
Irene, Sofia, Garreth, Ella, Dylan, Cárthach, John, Niamh, Ellen, Shauna, Siobhra,
Kayleigh, Laura, Lily, Jane.

SAVE THE DATE:
Next meeting will take place on

Saturday 4th October 2014
Same time, same place as always!!!
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